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the same time Lou declared her love to Elliot. They decided to marry. They will live happily and will have many children. The end. 6 animal advised him to get rid ... 
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During the battle Elliot was fighting next to the sacral animal when suddenly, this one was hurt by a spire in the stomach thrown by the chief of the TCHA . When he saw that, Elliot took his dagger and stabbed him. At this moment a light went out from the sacral animal’s stomach and all whit bears of the Artic came and the Inuit won the battle. They made a great party to celebrate the victory of the Inuit , at



Elliot, went to see the sacral animal, and asked him for some advice in order to save his tribes. The sacral ever caught it. He caught the animal after one month of hunt. Then from this time he became little by little accepted by the others because moreover he had a talent, could speak with the sacral animal, and he was the only one. The tribe believed Elliot had a great and important talent. One evening, Elliot spoke whith the other members of the tribe and they told him that they were threatened by the other tribes the TCHA . A legand told that tribes used to sacrifice all the children.



animal advised him to get rid of them for once. The battle began between the two tribes, the war lasted three months. There werre a lot of casualties.
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family sailing around the world.But when the Stum’s family arrived near the Artic continent there was a problem, an iceberg was there and they hadn’t seen it. After a while later, Elliot, the father, woke up, froze, tried to find his family, he saw only frozen bodies. Elliot looked for his boat to try the English continent. He couldn’t, so he decided to seek food, because he was hungry. In the distance he could see a fire it’s must have been a tribe.Arrived overe there he founded people who stared at him, he understood that he wasn’t welcome.In the time he spotted a



woman who hasn’t the same stare, but he had to leave. He didn’t walk so far, so that the women could bring food at him. Every day used to food, her name was Lou, he found nice her.And every day he built his igloo little by little. So at the end of his building, he invited Lou to come inside his igloo.Lou told Elliot there was a legend about the sacral animal of the Artic continent and here tribe organized a hunt to catch this animal.She informed him about the place where the animal could be found, insisting on the fact that capturing it was the best mean for him to be accepted by her tribe. Yet, she told him that it would be very dangerous, and that nobody had
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